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Wicking of liquid nitrogen into superheated porous structures

Yulia Grebenyuk, Michael E. Dreyer

Center of Applied Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM), University of Bremen. Am Fallturm, 28359 Bremen, Germany

Abstract

Evaporation in porous elements of liquid-vapor separation devices can affect the vapor-free cryogenic propellant delivery
to spacecraft engines. On that account, the capillary transport of a cryogenic liquid subjected to evaporation needs to be
understood and assessed. We investigate wicking of liquid nitrogen at saturation temperature into superheated porous
media. A novel test facility was built to perform wicking experiments in a one-species system under non-isothermal
conditions. A setup configuration enabled to define the sample superheat by its initial position in a stratified nitrogen
vapor environment inside the cryostat. Simultaneous sample weight and temperature measurements indicated the wicking
front velocity. The mass of the imbibed liquid nitrogen was determined varying the sample superheat, geometry and
porous structure. To the author’s extent of knowledge, these are the first wicking experiments performed with cryogenic
fluids subjected to evaporation using the weight-time measurement technique. A one-dimensional macroscopic model
describes the process theoretically. Results revealed that the liquid loss due to evaporation at high sample superheats
leads to only a slight imbibition rate decrease. However, the imbibition rate can be greatly affected by the vapor flow
created due to evaporation that counteracts the wicking front propagation.
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1. Introduction

Cryogenic fluids are widely used in the spaceflight com-
munity for high performance propulsion systems. Liquid
oxygen and hydrogen are the most common cryogenic pro-
pellants. Vapor-free propellant delivery to the engines is
of importance for all space mission stages. In the absence
of gravity, however, liquid-gas separation becomes chal-
lenging. For that reason propellant management devices
(PMD) can be implemented inside propellant tanks. Cap-
illary pressure driven flow is an effective solution for the
vapor-free liquid transport. Based on this principle, PMDs
with porous screen elements [1–3] were designed. A screen
PMD, or a screen channel liquid acquisition device (LAD),
includes several porous elements that get saturated with a
liquid and ensure the liquid transport through them due
to the capillary pressure. Vapor ingestion is blocked unless
the screen bubble point pressure is not exceeded. An in-
fluence of the screen parameters on the LAD performance
was investigated in [4–6]. Furthermore, venting might be
necessary during ballistic flight phases which could lead to
liquid expulsion via the gas ports of upper stage propellant
tanks. A gas phase port separator was designed to pre-
vent this undesired effect [7]. The device includes double
porous screen elements which shall avoid the expulsion of
liquid propellant during venting. A double porous screen
element concept and a theoretical model are given in [8].

Evaporation in porous elements can diminish the per-
formance of liquid-vapor separation devices or even lead
to their operation failure. Some studies were performed

to investigate this effect for storable liquids [9, 10]. Cryo-
genic liquids are charaterized by low surface tension values
and low normal boiling point temperature. For that rea-
son wicking of cryogenic liquids subjected to evaporation
requires a thorough investigation and analysis.

Few studies have been done to understand the behav-
ior of cryogenic fluids in porous structures. Zhang et al.
[11] demonstrated wicking of liquid nitrogen with a sin-
tered, multi-layer, porous lamination of metal wire in an
open cryogenic chamber. Local temperatures of porous
and non-porous samples identical in geometry and mate-
rial were measured by sensors allocated along the sample
length. The saturation of the porous sample with liquid ni-
trogen changed its temperature response to external heat-
ing at the sample top. That indicated the liquid presence
in the porous structure. Choi et al. [12] studied the flow
phenomena of liquid nitrogen subjected to evaporation in
glass wool porous media. Experiments were performed to
obtain temperature and pressure distributions in the speci-
mens and, thus, to evaluate the tendency of propagation of
the liquid-saturated region in porous media. Some numer-
ical simulations were conducted and compared to experi-
mental results. Vanderlaan and Van Sciver [13, 14] inves-
tigated different flow regimes of superfluid helium through
a random pack of uniform size polyethylene spheres. Pres-
sure and temperature drops across a porous medium were
measured and computed for different heat inputs. Similar
heat transfer studies have been conducted by Allain et al.
[15]. A series of experiments with liquid hydrogen, oxy-
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